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Footpath tour



Footpath tour contents１

The legend says that the Shinto goddess

Ogetsuhime-no-mikoto traveled on horseback

all the way from Ise to here, where she

introduced millet, hence the name of the

shrine (oawa meaning millet in Japanese).

Visit the shrine and discover the relationship 

between Kamiyama and the legend, the 

difference between Shinto and Buddhism, and 

the traditions and manners related to the 

Shinto religion.

Oawa Shrine

Available all year long



Footpath tour contents２

An easy hike in Oawa forest. Experience the

famous Japanese concept of ‘Shinrin-yoku'

(forest bathing) while walking in the well

maintained forest.

You can also admire the works of the artists

who come and participate in the “artist in

residence” program taking place each year.

Discover the concept and process behind

each piece of art and discover the artists

original perspective of Kamiyama.

Oawa forest / Artist in residence

Available all year long



３

A good opportunity to learn more about 

Kamiyama in general. If you take a picture 

from the top of Oawa mountain, you will 

immediately understand the geography of 

Kamiyama. Pay a visit to the inner shrine and 

familiarize yourself a bit more with the local 

history.

Have a rest, some tea and a snack on the 

nearby benches before touring some more 

pieces of art.

The summit of Oawa mountain

Footpath tour contents Available all year long



４

After finishing touring the pieces of art, head 

back to the starting point. On the way, admire 

the traditional local housing and learn more 

about the local resources (rice, sudachi, 

cypress). At the same time, learn about the 

new businesses such as Kamiyama Beer and 

how the active village has managed to have 

young people move in. 

Learn more about the local everyday life

Footpath tour contents Available all year long



Map of the footpath tour
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■Footpath tour main points

Walking distance: 1.5km
Duration：1:30～2 hours 

Guided tours all along the year

① Start point
End point

② Oawa shrine

③ Oawa forest and pieces of art part 1

④ Oawa mountain summit

⑤ Tea time break

⑥ Oawa forest and pieces of art part 2

⑦ Kamiyama typical scenery
Kamiyama beer and more

⑦

100ｍ



Farm stay



The concept of “farm stay”

Doing a farm stay: the best way to 

discover the local life!

Stay in a traditional folk house and experience the 

authentic life in the Japanese countryside. The folk 

house will be your base point from which you can 

participate in different kinds of experiences, visits and 

activities. Discover Kamiyama’s unique way of life, 

resources, culture, traditions and nature.

Farming 
experience

Lifestyle 
experience

Seasonal 
experience

Chose your 
activity



The 3 folk houses available for your farm stay（as of March 2020）

Moja house Saraya Doji

This guest house opened in 2019.
You can participate in a local cuisine 
cooking class lesson or in harvesting 
sudachi directly on the grounds. 
Other classes and events are also 
available depending on the season. 
Recommended for young travelers.

The oldest folk house in Kamiyama.
It is also very practical as it is located 
very close to the village center, so it 
is recommended to people who 
want to stay near shops. 
The nearby ‘Happiness Shrine’ is also 

worth a visit.

Located farther than the other folk 
houses, Doji offers a unique view on 

the beautiful nature surrounding it. Its 
wide rooms and big kitchen that you 
can use freely make it an ideal place 
to stay for groups.

Farm stay: staying in a folk house５ Available all year long



Farm stay: activities menu６

Meet local farmers and experience the 

harvesting of seasonal fruits or vegetables. 

Learn about what is growing in Japan, how 

Kamiyama's favorite ingredients are produced 

and how to cook and eat them.

Farming・harvesting experience

Depends on the season:

Mainly Spring or Fall



Farm stay: activities menu５７

All Japanese houses used to be equipped with 

an “irori”. Learn the knowledge of ancient 

Japanese people: how to make fire, how to 

blow on it and cook ingredients with it. Finally, 

eat delicious traditional Kamiyama food 

together. 

*Vegetarian and vegan menus available upon 

request

Irori (Japanese hearth) experience

Available all year long



農業・収穫体験（選べる体験）５８

Learn how to cook local traditional dishes such 

as “bara-zushi’ or “sobagome soup” using fresh 

local products, and enjoy eating what you 

cooked!

The recipes are easy and you will get a copy of 

them to bring back home, so you can cook it 

again after returning to your country.

*Vegetarian and vegan menus available upon 

request

Kamiyama cuisine cooking class

Farm stay: activities menu Available all year long



農業・収穫体験（選べる体験）５９

The local collection museum is located in an 

old school. There are conservated little 

treasures from the local everyday life and 

useful items from ancient times. Old agricultural 

tools, weapons, everyday items, the collection 

of “fusuma karakuri” (painted panels)... This is a 

place where you can connect with the local 

life and culture.

The local collection museum

Farm stay: activities menu Available all year long



農業・収穫体験（選べる体験）５10

In older times, there used to be many 

traditional puppet show stages in Kamiyama. 

The only one remaining today is “Ono Sakura 

Nobutai”. There you can visit behind the scenes 

of the “fusuma karakuri” (moving painted 

panels show), and learn about its history and 

culture from a local. Learn about this typical art 

by actually touching and using the equipments. 

Visit behind the stage of “fusuma karakuri”

Farm stay: activities menu Available all year long



農業・収穫体験（選べる体験）５11

Watch a rehearsal of traditional puppets, an 

art practiced since ancient times in Kamiyama. 

Observe the play of instruments and how the 

puppeteers give life to the dolls. After the 

rehearsal, you can try to play with the puppets 

too. 

“Ningyo joruri” traditional puppets experience

Farm stay: activities menu Available all year long



農業・収穫体験（選べる体験）５12

The most popular nature spot in Kamiyama. 

The waterfall has been selected as one of 

“Japan’s Top 100 Waterfalls.” It is loved not 

only by visitors but also by the locals who go for 

a walk there when they need to get back 

some energy. 

It’s a 30mn hike beginners can also take a part 

in. Along the way, the river and the greenery 

offer many photogenic spots. 

The beauty of Amagoi waterfall at the end of 

the path will sure astonish you. 

Hiking to Amagoi waterfall

Farm stay: activities menu Available all year long



農業・収穫体験（選べる体験）５13

Gakujin no mori is a botanical garden where 

you can experience the local nature. The 

botanical garden has a lot of rare species 

including endangered species, and it works on 

the protection and preservation of them.  

You can see more than 1500 roots of 

rhododendron, an original species of false 

anemone which is only exists here in 

Shikoku.Learn about Kamiyama's seasons, 

flowers and plants. The guide will share with 

you his deep knowledge of the forest and the 

nature.

Learn about local nature at “gakujin no mori"

Farm stay: activities menu Available all year long



農業・収穫体験（選べる体験）５14

Kamiyama Onsen is said to be a present from 

an angel. This hot spring contains salt and 

sodium bicarbonate.  The water has a heat-

keeping effect and its texture feels a bit thick.

It is said that the hot spring is effective against 

neuralgia, muscle pain, rheumatism, sensitivity 

to cold (bad circulation), allergic dermatitis, 

and so on. It is a popular spot among the 

locals, but fans from the surrounding villages 

often come here too. 

After a day of activities and experiences, how 

about a relaxing time while discovering the 

typically Japanese Onsen culture? 

*People with tattoos are not allowed

A relaxing time at the only onsen of the village, 
“Kamiyama Onsen”

Farm stay: activities menu Available all year long



Brompton cycling tour



５15

In the Yorii area of Kamiyama, there are many 

places where you can meet young people 

who decided to move in the village. The 

shoemaker, the coffee beans shop, the 

stationery shop, satellite offices...

Each place is representative of their 

preferences. Meet them, listen to why they 

decided to move here, what their hopes are 

for the future...A great opportunity to learn 

about the “new” Kamiyama. 

Yorii area shops and satellite offices

Brompton cycling tour Available all year long



５16

The Yorii-za was built at the end of the Taisho 

era, and until the 50’s it was a place where you 

could watch plays, puppet shows and movies. 

Left abandoned, it was repaired in 2007 by the 

NPO Green Valley. On the ceiling, you can see 

147 ancient advertisements that testify of 

Kamiyama's past. 

Yorii-za theater

Brompton cycling tour Available all year long



５17

4 goat residents live peacefully in 

Kamiyama.Have a small petting break and 

listen to their owner Mr Hirose who will tell you 

anecdotes about the goats and their 

relationship with the village.

Meeting and touching the goats

Brompton cycling tour Available all year long



５18

Sudachi are famous fruits from Tokushima 

préfecture and an important part of life in 

Kamiyama. But what are they exactly?

During sudachi season, you can take part in a 

sudachi harvesting experience or observe 

farmers’ harvesting of the fruits. 

Tasting the delicious acid fruits will surely give 

you enough energy to finish the tour!

Sudachi fields

Brompton cycling tour
Harvesting period：usually 

August and September



５19

The history of Kamiyama is so ancient that 

some places origins and dates of creation still 

remain a mystery. Myokengu is such a place.  

There is even a rumor saying that the village 

used to be the center of the “country of Awa” 

a very long time ago. 

The mysterious side of Kamiyama perdure in 

these old remnants… Who knows what you will 

discover there? 

Ancient lanterns・Myokengu

Brompton cycling tour Available all year long



５20

The rivers are an important part of Kamiyama's 

horizontal geography and are loved by the 

locals.

The riversides are very flat and comfortable to 

cycle. From there you can see a variety of 

typical sceneries, such as bamboo groves.

The beautiful riversides of Kamiyama

Brompton cycling tour Available all year long



５21

Discover the typical countryside scenery of 

Kamiyama, and its many faces changing with 

the seasons. Old folk houses and renovated 

ones, mansions in the middle of rice paddies… 

you will have many opportunities to take 

beautiful pictures. Cycling through the town, 

you will be greeted by the locals, from the 

elders to the children on their way back from 

school. 

Rice paddies, fields and houses

Brompton cycling tour Available all year long
Rice paddies in Spring and Fall



５22

The last place of the tour is”SHIZQ Gallery Shop”.

Young people who decided to move in 

Kamiyama create originally designed cups in 

local wood, and have for objective to protect 

the local forest and water. 

From them, you can hear the ecological 

challenges of the village and how their project 

is trying to bring solutions.

SHIZQ Gallery Shop

Brompton cycling tour Available all year long



Map of Brompton cycling tour

■Brompton tour main points

Cycling distance: about 17km

Duration : About 2 hours

Available all year long except 
when there is snow

① Start point: Yorii area

（Yorii shops, satellite offices, Yorii-za theater)

② Place where you can meet the goats

③ Sudachi fields

④ Old lanterns, Myokengu

①
②

③

④

⑤

⑥ ⑦
⑧

⑤ Kamiyama river sides

⑥ Rice fields, food houses, mansion

⑦ SHIZQ Gallery shop

⑧ End point near Kamiyama Onsen

500ｍ







■Contact for enquiries regarding the activities■

Address: Green Valley Nakazu Jinryo, Kamiyama-cho, 

Myozai-gun, Tokushima-ken 〒771-3310

Person in charge: Mr. Ryuji Nakayama

E-mail : nakayama@in-kamiyama.jp

Tel : 090-9775-1311

【事業名】訪日グローバルキャンペーンに対応したコンテンツ造成事業

【受託者】株式会社コムブレインズ


